INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

The magazine "História Revista" is a half-yearly publication from History Department and Post-Graduation Program in History of Universidade Federal de Goiás. Its goal is to spread the historiographic production in article, conference, interview and review forms.

It will be possible to write the studies in Portuguese, Spanish, English or French and they will have to be followed by an authorized note signed by the author(s), giving the copyright for publication. They must be presented in floppy disk (Windows Word Program) with two printed copies in standard page (60 typings in 25 lines with double space). The articles must have from 15 to 30 pages and one of the printed copies mustn’t bring the author’s identification. The conferences and interviews must have 15 pages and the reviews of recent publication (2 years for national publications and 3 years for international ones) must have, at most, 08 pages.

The author must indicate below the heading of the text (article, summary, etc.) his name and his electronic address (email), and in the baseboard of the first page the degree, institutional entailing, and complete address for correspondence (delivery of the unit matter printed). The electronic address of the published texts aims to the eventual contacts with other interested researchers.

The data (documentary information), the concepts emitted in the texts (articles, translations, summaries, etc.), the exactness of the bibliographical references and the originality of the texts are of entire responsibility of the article, summary or translation’s authors. Ahead of this, the conflicts of interests regarding the originality of the research, of documents used for the result of the research, are of entire responsibility of the author, as well as the correct applicability of the Portuguese language norms. If there is financing to the research, it’s an obligation to indicate the promotion agency’s name (in the first page in baseboard note). If the research was presented in scientific event, you have to indicate, in the first page’s baseboard, the heading of the event, place and dates.

The summary must be presented, at the beginning of the text, with up to 100 words and be followed by 3 to 5 keywords. The heading in English, the abstract and the keywords must be in the very end of the text, before explanation notes. The explanation notes must be restricted to the add commentaries emitted or to the indications of new boardings of the subject by other authors. Any information note only about bibliographical source of cited stretches must be inserted in the body of the text. This indication of
bibliographical source in the body of the text must be made with the last name of the author(s) with letters in upper case, the year of publication and the page - system author-dates. Example:

(VAINFAS, 2008, p. 258)

The references must obey NBR 6023/2002, 10 520/2002 of ABNT. The texts which don’t respect the norms won’t be accepted by the Publishing Commission.

Examples:

a) BOOKS:

b) ARTICLES IN PERIODICALS:

c) BOOKS CHAPTERS:

d) DISSERTATION AND THESIS:

e) DOCUMENTS IN ELECTRONIC MEDIA:

Publication Politics of Texts Submitted to the Publishing Commission
The publication of the texts (researches) sent will depend on the appreciation and approval of two examiners, one of them will be a member of Consulting Board and both will be ad hoc examiners, indicated by the Publishing Commission.

The printed version (ISSN 1414-6312) of each number will be available in online version (ISSN 1984-4530), in the UFG website – Electronic Periodic Vestibule - remaining the originality of the printed version.

There will be accepted only original images, photographic copies of high quality or scan images with 300 dpi of resolution. All of them will have to be separated, even when included in the article, with legend and complete indication of the source.

The authors will receive two units of the Magazine.

The texts must be sent to:

História Revista
Universidade Federal de Goiás
Faculdade de História,
Campus II - Goiânia - Goiás
CEP: 74001-970 – Phone number: (55) (62) 3521-1463/3521-1130